MATHEW SOLACE
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ASSISTED BY:
TYLER STELL, MARIMBA
MICHELLE FISCO, SAXOPHONE
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Program

Lo Que No Es Azul
German Cancian
(b. 1964)

Com Mais Axe
Anthony P. Garcia
(b. 1986)

Fabian Theory
Nigel Westlake
(b. 1958)

**There will be a 10-minute intermission**

Tocatta for Marimba and Vibraphone
Anders Koppel
(b. 1947)

Tyler Stell, marimba

+8
Dennis DeSantis
(b. 1973)

Michelle Fisco, saxophone

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

This recital is given in partial fulfillment of the performance requirements for the degree Bachelor of Music in percussion performance. Mathew Solace is a student of J. B. Smith.

Out of respect for the performers and those audience members around you, please turn all beepers, cell phones and watches to their silent mode. Thank you.
Performance Events Staff Supervisor
Paul W. Estes

Event Managers:
Kyle Anderson, Iftekhar Anwar, Laura Boone, Edwin Brown
Mirel DeLaTorre, Anthony Garcia, Lee Humphrey, Kevin Nymeyer
Megan Leigh Smith, Aaron VanderYacht

EVENTS INFORMATION 480.965.TUNE (480.965.8863)
herbergercollege.asu.edu/calendar